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• Founded in 1979
• Served more than 3,000 organizations
• Offices in Chicago, New York and Seattle
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Today’s Objectives
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• Recent Transformational 
Gifts

• Giving Landscape

• What is a Transformational 
Gift?

• Trends

• Transformational Donor 
Profiles

• Position your Organization 
for a Transformational Gift

• Four Rules of Persuasion

• The Sweet Spot

• Engagement Continuum

• Things to keep top of mind



Giving Landscape
2015 Source of Contributions

Total = $373.25 Billion
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2015 Recipients of Contributions
Total = $373.25 Billion
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Giving by Individuals
1975–2015, $ in billions
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Trends Impacting Individuals

• Personal and household income up 4.4%
• Personal consumption expenditures up 3.4%
• Stock market performance
• Home equity
• Generational giving patterns
• What can you do?  
o Stay close to your individual donors
o Focus on donor retention – only 46% !
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High Net Worth Households
Giving Trends in 2013

• 98.4% of high net worth households gave to charity in 
2013

• High net worth households were most likely to give to 
education (85.2%)

• Charitable giving to basic needs (80.7%) and the arts 
(69.6%)

• Total gifts for most high net worth households (89.8%) 
was less than $100,000 and 62.9% of their largest gifts 
were less than $10,000

Source: 2014 U.S. Trust Study of High Net Worth Philanthropy
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Giving by Ultra-High-Net-Worth 
Donors

• Estimated combined net worth of 400 wealthiest Americans grew 
to $2.34 trillion in 2015 

• List includes people with net worth of at least $1.7 billion (up $150 
million from 2014)

• 17 billionaires under the age of 40
• 50 largest gifts in the U.S. from living  individuals and estates = $7 

billion
• Colleges and foundations received the lions share at nearly 65% of 

the total
• The majority of $1 million or higher gifts come from donors in the 

same geographic region as the recipient (60%)

Sources: 2015 Forbes 400, Chronicle of Philanthropy’s  Philanthropy 50 list, and 
Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy
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What is a Transformational Gift?
May be any size but have a common tie:

• Because of their size relative to the overall budget of the 
organization or project, they are transformational.

• More than gifts, these are investments in the future of an 
organization and the community.

• They significantly impact the organization’s constituents, 
its work and the outcomes it can achieve.
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TRANSACTIONAL TRANSFORMATIONAL

Incomplete Complete

Financial transaction The head, heart and hand come 
attached to investment

Your organization has needs Your organization meets needs

Donor lacks attachment with a 
charitable cause 

Donor desires to have a material
impact and enact long-term change

Gifts do not serve a strategic purpose Gifts have a unique capacity to alter 
programs and future of organization

Gift is complete when the receipt is 
sent or check clears

Gift is complete when the donor sees 
what their gift has done

The driver for the donor is cause The driver for the donor is issues

Not a deep dialogue with the donor Results from a deep dialogue around 
the donor’s passions, personal needs, 
and philanthropic goals
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Source: The Chronicle of Philanthropy’s “Big Charitable Gifts: Where Donors Have Given 
$1 Million or More”
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*Other includes public affairs, science, historic preservation, sports and recreation, Foundations, 
environment/animals and Jewish federations

Source: The Chronicle of Philanthropy’s “Big Charitable Gifts: Where Donors Have Given $1 Million or More”
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Who Are These Donors?
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Profile of Donors Making
Transformational Gifts

Entrepreneurs

Women

Baby Boomers

Results

Values-Driven Organizations

Not Just About the Money

Impatient

Longer-Term

Legacy
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High Net Worth Households
Motivation for Giving

• 73.5% believe their gift can make a difference
• 73.1% give for personal satisfaction
• 72.9% say their charitable activity brings personal 

fulfillment

Source: 2014 U.S. Trust Study of High Net Worth Philanthropy
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Four Rules of Persuasion
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Reciprocity

Scarcity

Authority

Consistency



#1 Reciprocity

• People try to repay, in kind, what another person has 
provided them

• Reciprocity’s power stems from the fact that a person can 
trigger a feeling of indebtedness by doing an uninvited 
favor

• The rule can be put in use by pointing out the services, 
benefits, and advantages that have already been realized
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#2 Scarcity

• Opportunities seem more valuable when they are less 
available

• Uncommon or unique features or benefits that can not be 
found elsewhere
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#3 Authority

• Knowledge and trust-
worthiness

• Uncover and communicate 
organizations expertise
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#4 Consistency

• Once people make a choice, personal and external pressure 
exists to behave with the commitment

• One sale leads to another

• Rippling impact of past behavior on future behavior
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How Transformational 
Gifts are Being Made

•Family Foundations
•Donor Advised Funds
•Venture Philanthropy
•Social Impact
•Transfer of Assets
•Planned Gifts
•Charitable Lead Annuity Trust (CLAT)
•Hybrid Structures - LLCs
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Example:
Mark Zuckerberg & Priscilla Chan

• Pledged about $45 billion of 
Facebook company shares 
to “improve the world for 
the next generation.”

• Giving vehicle is a newly 
created LLC, rather than 
charity or foundation.

• This hybrid structure makes 
impact investments, as well 
as grants.

• Note: Just yesterday $3 
billion investment 
announced to cure all 
disease
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High Net Worth Households
Strategy for Giving

• 72.5% of wealthy households have a giving strategy
• 61.9% of wealthy households have a budget for giving
• 46% focus their giving on their priority areas
• 91% have children and 1/3 plan to involve their children 

in their philanthropic decisions

Source: 2014 U.S. Trust Study of High Net Worth Philanthropy
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How to Position Your Organization 
to Receive a Transformational Gift

1. Internal Systems and Team 

2. Identify and Articulate Need

3. Identify donors’  “Sweet Spot”
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#1 Internal Systems and Team
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People & Systems Actions

CEO articulate compelling vision

Board Leadership peer-to-peer 
engagement/”ask”/stewardship

Chief Development Officer “glue” to setting the 
table/stewardship/follow-up

Gift Officers targeted portfolio (25-50 key 
prospects)

Prospect Management System with staff member responsible for 
oversight

Prospect Researcher assist in creating briefing document 
and capturing moves

Constituent Relationship Management 
(CRM) System

report creation of relationship touches 
and tracking passive/active touches



#2 Identify and Articulate 
the Need

Do you have a vision statement?
A strategic plan?

________________________
What are your organization’s top funding initiatives?

Why are they the most important? 
When will funding for these be needed by?

How much funding is needed?
What initiatives are coming up in the future?

How do these help your organization fulfill its mission?
Why are these compelling and unique to your organization?

Is your “organizational house” in order?
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#3 Finding the “Sweet Spot”

- Sweet Spot

Readiness

Passion

Wealth

Inclination



The Art and Science of 
the Sweet Spot

10% Predictive Modeling
10% Screening
10% Research

70% Relationship Building
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Why Create a Donor Map?
• To bring a donor closer to 

your mission
• To challenge giving and 

raise sights
• To thank more effectively
• To serve post-gift beyond 

expectations
• In short: to create a great 

donor experience!



Final Thoughts

1. Stewardship – one size does not fit all
2. 58.9% of High Net Worth donors stopped giving because they 

were solicited too frequently or for the wrong amount 
3. Time must be right for the donor and when the relationship has 

been developed to a level that makes solicitation a natural next 
step.

4. Transformational gifts may be decades in the making or they may 
come in more quickly than you can imagine…so, be ready!

5. Determine meaningful and appropriate ways to thank and 
recognize your donors
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Questions?

Chicago (312) 929-4646

New York (845) 439-1242

Seattle (206) 548-0451

Brenda Asare
basare@alford.com

Karen Rotko-Wynn
krwynn@alford.com



The Alford Group 
Summer Webinar Series

Thank you for attending the last of the Summer Webinar Series!

#NPOStrengthwww.alford.com

Stay tuned for announcements about 
additional webinars this fall.



Sources
Source: 2014 U.S. Trust Study of High Net Worth Philanthropy

Source: 2015 Forbes 400, Chronicle of Philanthropy’s  Philanthropy 50 list

Source: Indiana University Lilly Family School of Philanthropy

Source: The Chronicle of Philanthropy’s “Big Charitable Gifts: Where Donors Have 
Given $1 Million or More”
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